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Uncover the joys of all-organic body care. Gentle on your own skin and free of harsh
chemicals found in commercial products, you’  Stephanie Tourles demonstrates how to make
use of fruit, flowers, herbal products, and minerals to craft healthy items that promote radiant
pores and skin, strong nails, shiny hair, and an elevated disposition.ll want to indulge yourself
again and again with one of these luxuriously aromatic bath blends, encounter masks, and
body scrubs. Pamper yourself from check out toe with products like Strawberry Cleanser,
Pineapple Sunflower Scrub, and Almond Rose Body Lotion.
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NO Photos, 99. I trust the expertise of the author, Stephanie Tourles, an authorized esthetician
and holistic skincare specialist, on her behalf rationale of each component and technique.I
believe some individuals might mistakenly think that if it's simple and normal it can't be as
effectual as complicated, commercial chemical masks that are made with toxic chemicals..not
for me I'm not one to keep super negative reviews, so I won't, the writer did put adequate
function into this, but should have put just alittle little more. This reserve disappointed me
personally, you might find it good and relevant though. This book contains Alright info, but it is
written similar to "Wellness Mama", for the reason that it is talking with women, just wellness mama
has images. . My favorites include skin care, hair care, sleep help formulas and bug repellant
dishes..Not one (true) picture in the whole book. I don't know if they attempted to save printing
cost, however the only pictures you will find are obscure doodles right here and their..2) FOR
FEMALES ONLY...If you want real pictures of any sort don't buy this. Most likely!" I used clean
mashed pineapple as a mask and it brightened and plumped up my skin.. . This reserve has
one estranged after shave encounter tonic that I possibly could find... It does however include
quality recipes for Douches pg 325, Vaginitis Relief pg 326, Breast Massage pg 328, plus
some tummy butters. To be reasonable that is in a "Woman Section", but there is absolutely no
male section in the publication with the rest catering to females too.3) TABLE OF
CONTENTSFinding a recipe is narrowed right down to the chapters beginning only. Their are 9
chapters and over 350 pages, with only 9 immediate page references. Dishes for Natural
Beauty by Shannon Buck, 101 Easy Homemade Products for your skin layer, Health & Great
concepts.. it'll be a headache in order to utilize this as a reference or find something quickly.
Wonderfully written!Therefore i am a man who likes organic skin care, does that mean I'm a wimp
or something?Perhaps, for just one of you lucky ladies out their, this is a dream become a
reality, but for me it really is $13+ wasted.If you like an in depth desk of contents don't
purchase this. It would have got helped me (a beginner) to see some step-by-step pics, or at
least what the finished product should look like.. Esthectician and Holistic Skin Care Specialist
Lately purchased four* natural cosmetic books and like all of them for different reasons, yet if I
would have just one single, this is the book I'd choose.9% FEMALE ONLY, LAYOUT ISSUES. I use
a lot of essential oils and I feel recipes contain excessive amounts of essential oils. Extremely
disappointed, recipes contain to numerous ingredients Very disappointed, recipes contain to
many ingredients, most that aren't common home ingredients and would have to purchase.For
instance: "Pineapple .TOP 3 REASON I CAN'T STAND THIS1) NO PICTURES.. Cosmetic Properties
and Uses: Containing bromelain, a protein-digesting enzyme, pineapple dissolves dead
surface skin cells, resulting in softer, smoother pores and skin. who cares. It was amazing and
what could be simpler?. I have no idea how to convince individuals who simple and natural is
in every way better for you, your epidermis, and the planet. But if a publication can help
convince some individuals, who are skeptical, as I was, after that kudos to the writer. If you are
looking for a book that's fun and uses elements you can find in your own kitchen I suggest .
Their isn't ONE direct mention of an individual recipe by web page # in the desk of contents.
Was disappointed with shampoo recipes because they needed "natural chemical free hair
shampoo base or gentle baby shampoo", I was seeking to make my items from scratch of which
some recipes need a premade ingredient. Every recipe I have tried offers been very easy, and
perfect. The book has taught me a whole lot, I'm still reading it and still learning. Lots of
essential oils should not be used by pregnant women and should be noted on each recipe.
Home by Jan Berry, and Idiot's Guideline to Making Natural Beauty Items by Sally Trew. Too
many ingredients My main gripe (and it is the same gripe I've with several books) may be the



ingredients list. And finally, availability, a few of the herbal remedies and extracts are not
readily available. Second, the price for some of these ingredients, particularly the essential oils
could be prohibitive. First, there is the concern of the amount of ingredients, there is really no
need for more than five elements in any DIY skincare product. It all becomes a little much. On
that note, should you choose buy this reserve, I really do advise beginners not to get sucked
into all of the fancy essential oils and carrier oils. As a licensed esthetician and qualified
aromatherapist, I recommend keeping it very easy and make the products using inexpensive
and easily available ingredients such as for example coconut oil, grapeseed essential oil,
lavender gas and just use regular distilled water in place of hydrosols and teas. If you really
like the product then spend money on the more costly ingredients. I'm very grateful to
you.Babushka's Beauty Secrets: Old World Tips for a Glamorous New You The results were
amazing after trying a couple recipes on my face I actually was struggling with the idea of
continuing to use harsh skin care products. I discovered this book and had to try it. The
outcomes were amazing after attempting a few recipes on my encounter. I used a recipe that
basically helped to even out the inflammation and small acne in my skin and it in fact worked.
Every recipe is organic and therefore secure for your skin, you can find 175 different recipes
for doing various things for your skin layer, and the elements are easy to find and quite
inexpensive. I anticipate trying out ideally all of the other dishes in due period. I do
recommend! OK Another book how-to Five Stars Great book.. This is a good read for anyone
who would like to or currently makes .*The other three books to be able of my favorite to least
preference are: 200 Tips, Techniques &. This book contains alot of valuable information. It is a
great read for anyone who would like to or currently makes body care recipes. I have made a
number of these recipes myself. Loved this readable book that provided great recipes for gas
lotions. The publication waswritten clearly and easy to understand with enough basic info.
Plenty of natural body maintenance systems you may make using essential natural oils and
natural products.. Very well written. I've some vision complications and the. Oragetext was a
little challenging for me to read.SUMMARYIf you are a guy, don't purchase this.! Best skincare
book I read thus far! The breakdown and corporation is quite understandable for newbies.! The
recipes are achievable rather than basic! Five Stars Very nice book especially for beginners A
must have! I borrowed this reserve from the library, and knew I was going to have to buy it. The
book is very informative. It completely explains carrier oils, essential oils, butters, and additional
needed ingredients. The quality recipes are simple, comprehensive, and the diversity of the
quality recipes makes this book ideal for any body treatment DIY enthusiast. Additionally, there
are gifts included for posting your homemade projects.
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